Our Family Portrait

Our Favourite Family
Activity

Introduction
What is FunFit Families?
Welcome to the FunFit Families Programme! Young Brent Foundation are
excited to be launching this brand-new innovative Sport England funded
project to get Brent families doing more physical activity together.
We are working with a range of community organisations in Brent to get
young people, children and their parents, grandparents and carers more
active and enjoying exercise.
Fun Fit Families is all about giving families in Brent more ideas and
opportunities to be active. Being creative with sports and activities is a
great fun way to spend time together whilst getting fitter and healthier.
Through this resource we hope to help you fit 30 minutes of physical
activity into your busy schedules each day and make it part of your
everyday routine.
We know this is a tough challenge but this resource and our Fun Fit
Family facilitators are here to help.
We hope that you enjoy getting more active together as a family.

Getting Started
We’re going to start wherever you are. Some members of your family
may be more active than others, but weʼre starting this journey together simply
at the beginning.
If you and your family would like to experience the benefits of being physically
active, and want to work towards better health and wellbeing, we want you to
think about this; change will only occur if you do something diﬀerent.
When working on a new physical activity programme, you, your family and your
instructors will work through the following principles:

Goal setting!
what's your motivation?

We’re setting you a challenge...
30 minutes of moderate intensity activities every day! We know it sounds a
lot, but weʼre here to help, guide and support you. Starting at your participation twice a week at your FunFit Families Hub, we will gradually build up
yours, and your familyʼs confidence, know-how and motivation to get active!

Build It Up!

Build It Up!

Keep It Up!

Keep It Up!

Let's get moving!
This resource has been designed with your family in mind. We have broken all
activities down into 3 sections:

OUT & ABOUT

FITNESS & EXERCISE

SPORTS & GAMES

REMEMBER!
The long term goal is to incorporate 30 minutes of physical activity into
your daily routine, this can be made up of a 30 min block, or broken
down throughout the day in 5, 10 or 20 minute chunks.
Or, if youʼre counting steps the aim is 6,000, 8,000 or 10,000 throughout
the whole day, if you achieve this then youʼll get to check off a box on your
reward chart too!

GUIDE TO ACTIVITIES
Most activities will have a guide next to them indicating the time the activity
will take, the intensity of the task and how many people can take part.
TIME

INTENSITY

Easy

Medium

Challenge

Short

Medium

PEOPLE

Long

Solo

Pairs

Groups

OUT & ABOUT

ON YOUR FEET!
Walking
Walking really is the perfect way to stay active as a family (if you ask us!),
you can fit it in practically anywhere, all ages and abilities can join in,
and….itʼs free!

tips for making walking effective
- walk fast enough so you feel slightly out of breath
- choose a route with hills for added intensity
- Pump your arms as you walk, you’ll feel like an Olympian
- pick out routes that are interesting, or explore new
areas in your neighbourhood
- Use a pedometer, or your phone to track your steps,
the big goal is 10,000 steps a day. Start where you are,
and build it up.

Increasing Your Daily Steps
• Use your feet to get around, we call this Active Travel. Ditch the car or bus and
use your ones and twos
• Take the stairs wherever you can
• Walk on the spot when youʼre at home – in the commercial breaks when watching
TV, at the sink when washing up, or while youʼre folding clothes
• Walk and talk, every time you take a phone call, donʼt sit down and chat…walk
and talk!
• Try your best to think about your movements at work, school or at home incorporating little bursts throughout the day; stroll on your breaks, make playtime active,
set a reminder on your phone, put extra effort into the chores.

Hikes

Did you know that hiking is basically just walking, but for a long time? You can
pretty much hike anywhere, and London is a great city to walk around in.

A series of walking Routes have been put together by Brent Council which you can
find on their website. TfL also have suggested routes all over London.

Gladstone Park
This big park has kilometres of pathways
to walk around. A walk all the way
around the park is actually more than
5km! Start going straight over the park,
over the big hill in the middle! Say ʻhiʼ to
the ducks in the pond, or let the kids play
in the park and head back.

Wembley stadium
Wembley Stadium, did you know
walking around the podium of the
Stadium is 1 kilometre? Thereʼs also
ramps connecting the different levels of
the podium which gives you a quick
burst of added intensity!

Big Urban Hike
The Big Urban Hike, straight down the Harrow Road or Edgeware Road
to end up near Marble Arch and the beautiful Hyde Park. Here in Brent you
are never too far away from the ancient, and very handy, Edgeware and Harrow
Roads. These roads are pretty much straight routes into town, and the differing
unique neighbourhoods along these roads are fascinating.
These roads are not just London roads, these are Global Roads! If you started
walking down the Harrow Road in Harlesden, joining the Edgeware Road in
Paddington thatʼs approximately 6km, and from there, walking down the
Edgeware Road to Hyde Park from the Marble Arch entrance is another 1.5km.
Build it up, jump on the 18 bus for part of the route, and walk for the rest. Make
a day of it and end your hike with a picnic in Hyde Park.

Jogging & Running
Yes, we know. Hard, uncomfortable…and dare we say boring? These are
words that may come to your mind if youʼre not a ʻrunnerʼ. Donʼt worry,
weʼre not suggesting you sign up for the marathon (yet), weʼre saying
sprinkle some light jogging and bursts of running into your family walks to
increase the intensity. Like with all things, the more you do it, the better you
become at it. And you never know, you may end up loving it!

tips for jogs and runs
- Start incorporating 30 second jogs into your walks
- Run until you’re out of breath, walk to catch your breath
- Set a ‘pacemaker’ in your family, who has to speed up for a while
and the others have to try and catch them.
- Make it into a game, for example everyone has to jog or run as
far as you can every time you see a tree, a pigeon, a bus…anything!
- Running is quite high in impact, a good pair of trainers will
certainly help

WHEELY
WONDERFUL
Cycling
Cycling is a magnificent way of getting around and a lovely family activity
opening up possibilities of endless days out and adventures. Brent, and the whole
of London, are really putting in a lot of resources and measures to make our city
a cycle friendly city. From hire bikes to cycling routes, thereʼs never been a better
time to saddle up!

FREE CYCLE LESSONS FOR KIDS AND ADULTS!
Cycle Instructor run individual and group lessons for children aged 9 and over, and
adults in Brent. For absolute beginners, to level 1, 2, & 3 Bikeability.
Go to www.cyclinginstructor.com/Brent for booking & info.

Bike Hire
If you donʼt have access to a bike there are schemes which you can make the most
of for a small fee. Itʼs important to note that these bikes are adult sized.
Coming very soon, Brent Council are sponsoring a dockless cycle hire scheme,
which means that you can pick up bikes from just about anywhere. These bikes,
which have GPS technology, can be located and unlocked using a smartphone
app, and then safely parked at your destination within the borough after they
finish. Fancy!

TfL Santander Cycles; I think for many of us these bikes will forever be called
ʻBoris Bikesʼ! If you live more near the South of the Borough; Kensal Rise, or
Kilburn you wonʼt be far from a docking station.
These bikes are really easy to hire via a bank card or downloadable app. Go on,
be a tourist for a day and cycle around town!

Cycling is great…if youʼre confident…. know how to ride a bike….and have a bike

But, if cycling isn’t for you...
Thatʼs ok, there are other sets of wheels to get you moving, incorporating these
activities into your daily life will up your activity levels as well as build up your
confidence to wheel around!

SKATE/
LONGBOARDING

ROLLERBLADE/
ROLLERSKATING

SCOOTING

Chalkhill Open Space

Source: Jenifer Mach, Brent & Kilburn Times|2014

Roundwood Park Annex

Source: Milosz Blaszkiewicz, Google Images

Brent Parks

Weʼre actually really lucky here in Brent, we have an abundance of parks and
greenspace compared to other London Boroughs. We really should make the
most of them; theyʼre free, fun, and on your doorstep!

Gibbons Recreation
Ground,
Bridge Rd, NW10
• Childrens playground
• Football pitches
• Grass playing area
• Outdoor gym

Roundwood Park,
Harlesden Rd, NW10
• Childrens playground
• Multi-Use Games Area
• Annex with grass
• Playing area + skate park
• Outdoor gym

• Multi-use games area
• Walk/run paths

Queens Park,
• Childrens playground

Gladstone Park,
Dolis Hill Lane, NW2
• Childrens playground
• Outdoor gym
• Lots of court space
• Pitches and grass playing

• Walk/run paths
• Lots of open grass space
• Pitches and grass playing
areas
• Tennis Courts
• Woods for a mini hike

areas
• Very hilly - good for walks
• Park run

ACTIVE PLAY
• Allows children to use their creativity while
developing their imagination, dexterity, and physical,
cognitive, and emotional strength.
• Is when your child is being physically active, with
moderate to high intensity bursts of energy.
• Freedom to physically explore their surroundings;
walking, running, crawling, climbing.

For more Brent based parks and information, go to:
www.brent.gov.uk/services-for-residents/sport-leisure-and-parks/

EXERCISE &
FITNESS

Fitness is a general term used to describe a good state of physical and
mental wellbeing, which in turn supports you to live your best life!
There are different components of fitness and in this section weʼll start off
by looking at stamina, muscle strength and ﬂexibility.
All these activities are designed to be done at home, in the garden or
anywhere really. You can do them as a family, or individually, and
require minimal equipment! Just donʼt forget to make a note of whoʼs
done what for your reward chart.

STRETCHING &
YOGA INSPIRED
ACTIVITIES
tips for effective stretching
- RELAx!
- Breathe into the stretch
- Suck your tummy in
- Hold each stretch or pose for 15-20 seconds
- The stretch should feel slightly uncomfy, but never painful

1

Stand up
Roll shoulders forwards 5 x and backwards 5 x. Next bring your elbows
into rotation 5 x forward, 5x back. Finally, bring your whole arm into the
rotation, making big circles with your arms.

2

Side Bends
Stand feet shoulder width apart, hand by your side and face forward.
Gently reach your right hand down your right leg as far as you can and
hold. Repeat on your left side.

3

Table Top
Stand feet shoulder width apart and put your arms straight above your
head. Gently ʻfoldʼ your upper body keeping your hips still. Fold as far
as you can, so your back looks like a table top!

Tree Pose
Stand with your feet slightly apart and put your hands palms together in
front of your chest. Gently raise one foot off of the ground keeping your
balance. As you become more confident, put the sole of your foot on the
inside of the other leg.

5

Warrior Pose
Lunge one leg in front of the other planting your feet firmly in the
ground. Lift both arms straight above your head. To make this harder lift
your back foot off the floor whilst keeping your balance!

4

Superhero Pose

6

Stand feet shoulder width apart, put one hand on your hip, and the other
straight out in front of you. Lift the opposite leg off the floor and kick it
back…think Super Man or Woman! Alternate sides.

7

Sit Down, Cross Legged
Or back on your legs; bum to heals. Try and sit like this for as long as
you can. If you canʼt sit crossed leg on the floor yet, sit on some cushions
or rolled up blankets to support you.

Downward Dog Pose

8

Start with your hands and feet flat on the floor. Gradually walk your
hands out so your bum is in the air. Tuck your head in and hold.

9

Cat and Cow Pose
On your hands and knees gradually sink your belly button towards the
floor, then pull it in and push your back towards the ceiling and repeat.

Chest Out/Back Back
Link your hands together in front of you and push your back, back! Then
try and link your hands behind your back and push your chest out.

10

TONING & MUSCLE
STRENGHTHENING
EXERCISES
tips for effective Exercise
- Choose one exercise for each part of your body, so one for the arms, the tummy or back and
legs or bum.
- Try to repeat each exercise 15-20 times, or until you start to feel it get harder
- Donʼt rush through the exercise until you are confident in doing them, good form is better
than how many you do
- Keep a good posture by tucking in your tummy, keeping your back upright and looking ahead.
- Complete each exercise to the count of 2 seconds up, and 2 seconds down
- Control your breathing
- Put some music on and have fun with it
1

Bicep Curls
Holding a can, tin, or bag of pasta. Start with your elbows by your sides and
your hands out, palms facing up. Bring your wrists up to your shoulders and
back down to where you started.

Sofa Dips
Using a chair or your sofa start by sitting on the edge of the seat with your
hands flat on the seat next to your hips. Carefully slide your bum forward
and off the seat and down towards the floor (not touching the floor) keeping
your hands still but extending your arms.

2

3

Back Raises
Back raises, lie on your front on the floor with your hands by your side.
Gently, lift your upper body off of the floor as far as you can keeping your
hips on the floor, then lower yourself down again.

Scissors

4

On your back (putting your hands underneath your lower back if you need
support), raise your legs off the floor from your hip. Your legs should be together
and straight out, from here move your legs out and in like scissors. Once
comfortable overlap your legs slightly and alternate which one goes on top.

5

Love Handle Blast
On your back with your legs bent but feet flat on the floor, slide you upper
body left to right on the floor trying to touch the back of your heals.

Squats
Legs shoulder width apart, bend your legs to sit on an imaginary chair, then
return to your start position.

6

7

Calf Raises
Start with you feet flat on the floor slightly apart with your hand on your hips
for support. Go up on your tip toes as high as you can and return to the start
position.

8

Donkey Kicks
Start off on your knees on all fours. Lift your right leg up with the sole of your
foot facing the ceiling, pulse your leg up and down so that youʼre squeezing your
bum cheek. Repeat on the left side.

9

Lateral Raises
Holding a can, tin, or bag of pasta in each hand. Start standing up straight with
your feet slightly apart and your arms down in front you. Your wrists should start
facing your legs. Raise your arms, keeping them straight, up to shoulder height
and back down.

Chest Press
Hold a tin or bag of rice in each hand, lie on your back with your feet on the
floor and legs bent. Start with your hand by your chest and gently push both
arms out being careful not to lock your elbows straight. Bring your arms back
down to your chest and repeat.

10

HEART RAISERS
1. Star Jumps
2. Jogging on the spot
3. Shuttle walk/jog
4. Up and down the stairs
5. Jumping/hopping
6. Crawl…like a bear or spider man
7. Heads, shoulders, knees and toes
8. Skipping
9. Sit down, stand up
10. Shadow boxing

tips to make your workout effective
- Fit one or more of these exercises randomly throughout the day. Do them in the commercial
breaks when you’re watching TV, or once the dinners on whilst you’re waiting for it.
- These exercises should increase your heartrate. You should feel your heart beating faster,
and once it is, keep up the momentum by having minimal breaks between exercises
- You don’t need to do them all at once.
- Start off by doing 30 second bursts and gradually increase the time
- Put some music on and have fun with it

Dancing!
There are no rules!
Just feel the music and move your body! Dance is such a fun way to connect
with your body and each other :)

dancing tips
- Choose at least 3 of your fave songs (perhaps a mix of kids and parent choices!)
and just keep moving, each song is around 3 minutes and by the end of the playlist
you would have been moving for nearly 10 minutes.. winning!
- Have a dance battle, dust off your best moves. Get in a circle with everyone
two-stepping, then take it in turns to go in the middle of the circle to show your
best moves for 1 minute.
- Create a routine with a few different actions and put it together for a count of
8, just like the professionals!
- Play musical statues, chairs or bumps
- Have a theme, move like.. .a jungle animal, superheroes, or James Bond
- Use gymnastic ribbons to spice up your movements
- Choose an action song like The Cha Cha Slide or the Hokey Cokey

Circuits
Try this;
• Choose any 6 of the activities in this
section (include a minimum of 2 heart
raisers)
• Do each one as hard as you can for 30
seconds, with a 30 second ʻrestʼ in between
• Repeat 3 times
•Put your favourite song on, watch
something that will motivate you, or cheer
each other on to keep you going!

SPORTS &
GAMES

ACTIVE GAMES
TAG (Touch & Go)
There are so many variations of TAG! Here are some of our favourites, but feel
free to use your fave and donʼt forget to share it at your Hub: Family Tag,
Freeze Tag, Amoeba Tag

Equipment Needed
None!

Medium

Medium

Groups

River, Tree, Bank
• In pairs stand opposite each other
• A ball on top of a cone is in the middle of the two players
• The commander shouts river, tree or bank
• River - bend down towards your toes, tree - arms swaying above your head,
and bank means grab the ball!
• Increase the intensity by having the players jog on the spot in between
actions, or adding different command movements such as jump or fast feet

Equipment Needed
Balls, Cones

Easy

Short

Pairs

Opposites
• Players are moving in random around a playing area
• Every time the commander gives an action the players must do the opposite,
for example ʻright hand touch the floorʼ would be left hand touch the floor

Equipment Needed
None!

Medium

Medium

Groups

Frogs & Lillypads
• Lay out a selection of hula hoops (lillypads) in the playing area
• Players (frogs) must jog around the area pretending to swim until the leader says
ʻlillypadʼ
• The frogs then have to find a lillypad to jump and squat down on
• To make it harder take away a hula hoop in each round so frogs have to be really
quick to get on a lillypad!

Equipment Needed
Hula Hoops

Medium

Groups

Medium

Simon Says
• The old playground classic, players only move when the commander says
ʻSimon says…ʼ
• Make sure all the actions are a little bit active!

Equipment Needed
None!

Medium

Medium

Groups

Mirror Mirror
• In pairs face each other
• One person is the “mirror master” and makes body movements
• The other person must copy or “mirror” the movements
• For the first try, stand facing your partner with a small space between you
• As you wave your arms, jump, step, wiggle, bend or otherwise move, your
partner must try to “mirror” your movement.
• After your partner has imitated you for a few minutes, let your child be the
mirror master
• Get as jiggy as you like, and use movements such as hopping, jumping,
spinning, skipping, and running on the spot!

Equipment Needed
None!

Easy

Medium

Pairs

Tails
• Someone is the ʻfoxʼ, the other player/s are the rabbits.
• The rabbits tuck a bib into their pocket, or their waistband
• The fox needs to catch the rabbitsʼ tails
• Once all the tails have been caught, switch foxes

Equipment Needed
Bibs

Challenge

Medium

Groups

Rats & Rabbits
• Players stand next to each other in pairs, shoulders touching, in the middle of
the area.
• Use cones to put a line straight down the middle, and mark out a large area if
there are no walls or lines
• One player is a rabbit and the other is a rat
• When the commander shouts ʻrabbitʼ the rabbits run to their right towards the
line, the aim is to get there before the rat tags them.

Equipment Needed
Cones

Medium

Medium

Groups

Pass the Dutchie
• Stand back to back with your partner
• Pass a ball or beanbag side to side between each other keeping your backs
together
• Switch directions and speeds
• Progress to passing over your heads and under your legs
Use all four movements randomly, calling over, under, left, right!

Equipment Needed
Ball or Beanbag

Easy

Medium

Pairs

Keepy Uppy
• Have a balloon each, or between you all
• Donʼt let the balloon touch the floor!
• You can use any part of your body to keep the balloon in the air
• Progress to only using one part of your body at a time, for example just your
knees!

Equipment Needed
Balloon

Easy

Short

Solo

Obstacle Course
• Incorporate a variety of movements such as jogging, crawling, rolling,
lunging, jumping, skipping or hopping
• If at home create your own course using anything you have available;
climbing up the stairs, crawling under blankets, jogging with a cushion on your
head…get creative and share your fave with your Hub!

Equipment Needed
Anything You Can find!

Medium

Medium

Solo

Cross the River
•1 or 2 throwers at the side of the playing area
• Everyone starts at one end of the playing area
• The throwers call out ʻcross the riverʼ, all the players must try to get to the
other end of the playing area without being hit by the ball
• If a player is hit by the ball they become a thrower too
• The throwers can give other commands such as ʻcross the river if youʼre
wearing white trainersʼ to mix it up
• The game is over when everyone has been hit

Equipment Needed
A large playing area + about 10 soft balls!

Challenge Medium

Groups

Bulldog
• One player is the ʻbulldogʼ
• The other players start at one end of the playing area, their aim is to get
across the area without being caught by the bulldog
• When the bulldog calls ʻbulldogʼ, the players must start to run
• Once caught, players become bulldogs themselves until everyone is caught
• There are so many versions of Bulldog, use anyone you want as long as
people are moving!

Equipment Needed
A large playing area

Challenge Medium

Groups

Four Square
• Mark out a large square playing area with cones or tape and split that area
in 4 to make 4 squares
• Mark one square as the ʻKingʼ or ʻQueenʼ square
• A player stands in each of the squares, players are trying to move up to the
ʻKingʼ square
• The ball is played in and players must use their hand to pat the ball into
others squares without them returning the ball
• The ball can only bounce once, think tennis!
• The player who loses the point is out of the square and players rotate around

Equipment Needed
A ball with some bounce, Cones, chalk
or tape to mark some lines

Medium

Medium

Groups

Capture the Flag
• There are lots of variations of this game that you can play, the more players
and larger the area the better!
• Split the players into 2 teams
• Each team has a flag, which is positioned in the opponents half
• The aims is to capture your teams flag and bring it back to your side without
getting caught
• Adapt and change the rules around to suit the space you have and the ages
and numbers of players you have

Equipment Needed
2 different colour flags

Medium

Long

Groups

Hats & Bowls
• One team is the hats, and one is the bowls
• All the cones are on the floor in the middle of the playing area, with an even
amount of cones the right way up and upside down
• A cone the right way up is a ʻhatʼ, an upside down cone is a ʻbowlʼ
• In 60 seconds, the hats team is trying to get all the cones to be hats and the
bowl team are trying to get all the cones to be bowls!
• We dare you to not laugh while playing this game
• If playing with more than 2 people on each team, number all the players and
take it in turns to turn the cones in each 60 second round

Equipment Needed
Lots of cones

Medium

Medium

Groups

Cat & Mouse
• One player is the cat and one is the mouse
• The other players are standing in pairs or individually around the playing area
• The cat has to try and chase the mouse
• The mouse is interchangeable, and can stand next to any person/pair who then
becomes the mouse
• Rotate the cat and mouse around

Equipment Needed
A large playing area

Medium

Medium

Groups

Time Bomb
• Everyone stands in the playing area scattered around
The ball or beanbag is passed around
• When the passing starts the 60 second timer starts
• The aim is not to be the one holding the ball or beanbag when the time gets to 0
• This encourages quick passing and thinking!
• Make the rounds quicker, eventually getting down to 10 second rounds

Equipment Needed
A ball or beanbag

Easy

Medium

Groups

Traffic Lights
• Players move randomly around the playing area
• The leader will have traffic light colour cones
• When they hold up a cone player must either jog (green), walk (yellow) or stop
(red)
• Vary the movements and add in different actions!
• Take it in turns to be the leader

Equipment Needed
A red, yellow and green cone

Medium

Medium

Groups

North, South, East, West
• All players start in the middle of the playing area
• Each wall or line is labelled N, S, E, W, like a compass
• Players move randomly around the area
• The commander shouts a direction and all players run to that direction trying
not to be the last one!

Equipment Needed
A large playing area

Medium

Medium

Groups

Numbers
• Players are split into 2 teams, and given numbers
• Each team is at the opposite end to their goal, with a ball in the middle
• This game can be played with a football, netball, rugby ball or basketball, using
the rules to that sport
• Each player calls out 1 or 2 numbers
• When their number is called they have to run a lap of the playing area and try
to get the ball
• Once they have possession they must try and score against their opponent

Equipment Needed
Balls, bibs & cones

Medium

Medium

Groups

Fishy, Fishy, Fishy
• One player is the shark and stands in the middle of the playing area
• The other players stand at one end of the playing area and are the fishes
• The sharks calls out ʻFishy, fishy, fishy come swim in my sea!ʼ
• In response the fishes call out ʻSharky, sharky, sharky you canʼt catch me!ʼ and run
to the other end of the hall
• If any fishes are caught by the shark they become seaweed, or sharks

Equipment Needed
Large indoor/outdoor area

Medium

Medium

Groups

Rob the Nest
• Split the group into 2 or more teams
• Each team stands in opposite ends or corners of the area
• A bag of equipment is in the middle, the ʻnestʼ
• Players must take one piece of equipment, running one at a time to and from the
bag, back to their ʻnestʼ
• The aim is to get as many items from the main nest into your teamʼs nest
• The game is over when all the equipment has been robbed
• For added fun, ask each team to make up their own game with the equipment
they robbed!

Equipment Needed
Balls, bibs & cones

Medium

Medium

Groups

Hide & Go Seek
• Someone is the ʻseekerʼ, the others must hide
• Seeker counts to 20 and goes to find the others
• Once everyone is found, rotate the seeker
• Add some twists in; those that are found have to do an action, such as jumping
jacks, until everyone is found!
• Or the seeker has to skip on the spot with their eyes closed whilst counting to 20!

Equipment Needed
Balls, bibs & cones

Easy

Medium

Pairs

Zombies
• This is a good game to play when there are different abilities
• Choose a player to be the ʻZombieʼ, one of your fastest players. They are ʻitʼ
• They must catch all the other players and turn them into Zombies
• Zombies are not allowed to run, they can walk, jump, hop and crawl
• The game is over when all players have been turned into Zombies!

Equipment Needed
A large playing area

Medium

Medium

Groups

Inspired By:

Bat & Ball Sports
Kwick Cricket
• Is a variation of Cricket, aimed at littlens up to 11
The bat and wickets are made of plastic and come in varying sizes
• There are many different games you can play, ask at your hub for ideas or go
to the ECB (English Cricket Board) website, and click on Kwick Cricket

Equipment Needed
Kwick Cricket set

Medium

Long

Groups

Treasurebox Cricket
• There are no teams, you will need a batter, bowler and one or more fielders
• Set up a cone where the bowler stands, a cone where the batter stands and
another cone about 5 large steps away from the batters cone, to make the ʻrunʼ
• Each player has a go at everything
• The bowler has a bag of different ball items such as beanbags, tennis balls,
sponge balls, reaction balls
• They choose 10 items from the bag to bowl at the batter
• No fielder can move until all 10 items have been bowled
• Once the batter strikes the 10th item, the bowler and fielder/s can collect all
the items
• The batter must make as many runs as they can and stop when the fielders
have returned all items back to the ʻtreasure chestʼ

Equipment Needed
A bat of your choice, a variety of balls
and beanbags + cones

Medium

Long

Groups

5 and Go
• There are no teams, you will need a batter, bowler and one or more fielders
• Set up a cone where the bowler stands, a cone where the batter stands and
another cone about 5 large steps away from the batters cone, to make the ʻrunʼ
• Every player has a go at everything
• The batter gets 5 good bowls, they can strike the ball with any bat they choose.
• Every time they strike they can run until the fielders and bowler get the ball
back to the bowlers cone
• The batter is never out, they just get 5 strikes
• Count up all the runs, and rotate around
• Vary the choice of ball and bat to give all abilities a chance

Equipment Needed
A tennis/sponge ball, cricket/tennis/rounders bat
+ cones

Medium

Long

Groups

Inspired By:

Team Ball Sports
Patball
• Think squash, with no rackets, just using the palm of your hand and a ball
• The ball is allowed to bounce off the wall and once on the floor before your
opposition returns it
• You can play with more than 2 people, using a sequence to play
• This game can last for hours, and you can change the size and weight of the ball
making it easier or harder and adapting it to ability

Equipment Needed
Tennis ball + a wall

Challenge Medium

Pairs

Pass & Move
• You can play this as one team, or two opposing each other
• Using a ball of your choice, or scoops and a ball, throw and catch the ball to
all your players
• Players must move into a new space once they have passed the ball
• If playing against another team, your opposition must try and intercept your
passes to gain possession
• Complete 5, then 10, then 20 passes without dropping the ball, or the ball
being intercepted to score a point

Equipment Needed
A large playing area, ball, scoops + bibs

Medium

Medium

Groups

Benchball
• This games is played in two teams
• You donʼt actually need a bench, you can create a ʻzoneʼ using cones
• Each team starts with one person on the bench, youʼve got to throw the ball to
them without the other team intercepting
• If they catch it, the person who threw it joins them on the bench
• The aim is to get your whole team on the bench
• Vary the rules to suit the group, for example you can take 2 steps with the ball,
a grown up canʼt start on the bench or play with a large, easily caught ball

Equipment Needed
A large playing area, ball, scoops + bibs

Medium

Long

Groups

Inspired By:

Net Games
Badminton
• Adapt this sport to suit your ability
• Start off by using a balloon if returning the shuttle is too tricky
• Use a tennis racket to start off with as it has a larger surface area
• Keep returning the shuttle or balloon over the net without it hitting the floor
• Once youʼve got a rally going you can start to play for points
• Make the teams as big as you like, why stop at doubles?

Equipment Needed
A playing net, rackets + shuttlecocks

Medium

Long

Pairs

Pop-up Table Tennis
• Find a table that is big enough to play on (dining room table, trestle table)
• Attach the portable table tennis net to the table
• Start off by batting the ball to each other over the net, start with a bigger ball if
the little ping pong ball is too difficult
• Once you have a rally going, start counting points if your partner canʼt return
the ball to you

Equipment Needed
Portable table tennis net, bats + ball

Medium

Medium

Pairs

Balloon Volleyball
• In teams or pairs, stand on either side of the net
• Using the palm of your hand
• Try not to let the balloon hit the floor and keep returning it to each other
• Once youʼve got a rally going, start counting points if it hits the floor on your
partnerʼs side
• You can pass the balloon between your team, on your side of the net before
returning it to the opponents
• You can have as many people as you like on each side of the net

Equipment Needed
A net + balloon

Medium

Medium

Pairs

Balloon Tennis
• Balloons are a great way to slow down any game and are great for beginners
• With your partner, stand on either side of the net
• Using the tennis racket hit or tap the balloon over the net to your partner
• Try not to let the balloon hit the floor and keep returning it to each other
• Once youʼve got a rally going, start counting points if it hits the floor on your
partnerʼs side
• To make it harder use a spongy ball
• You can have as many people as you like on each side of the net

Equipment Needed
A net, balloon + tennis rackets

Medium

Medium

Pairs

Inspired By:

Sports Day
Relays
• This can be a race, but doesnʼt have to be!
• You can use an object such as a baton, beanbag, cone or ball, or nothing at
all. Just high five at the switch over
• Set yourself targets or times to keep the relay going
• You can move in a straight line, or around a course
• Use a variety of movements such as skipping, hopping, jogging or crawling

Equipment Needed
Open space either indoor or outdoor

Medium

Medium

Groups

Egg & Spoon Race
• Like the classic race at sports day
You can put your own twist on the ʻeggʼ and ʻspoonʼ, this activity is about balance
and movement
• Use a variety of equipment such as rackets, beanbags, balls
• You could even have an ʻeggʼ on your head!
• Use a cone to mark the beginning and end of the race
• You donʼt have to compete against anyone else, you could time yourself or just
challenge yourself not to drop the ʻeggʼ!

Equipment Needed
A variety of objects + cones

Medium

Medium

Pairs

Outdoor Obstacle Course
• Anything goes for this! It can be as short or long as you like
• You could use existing structures in your garden or park, such as walls or
benches…or trees!
• The aim is to use a variety of movements, so mix it up, use things to go over,
under, round and through

Equipment Needed
Use your imagination!

Challenge

Long

Solo

Running Long Jump
• Set up a runway marked by a cone at the start and a cone at the end, it can be
as short or as long as you like!
• Each person has 3 attempts to jump as far as they can from the end cone
• Mark where people have landed with a post-it note or a different coloured cone
• Challenge yourself to jump further with every attempt

Equipment Needed
Open space either indoor or outdoor, cones
+ post it notes

top tips for jumping far
- Run fast towards the cone
- Bend your knees and use your arms
- Push your body forwards when you’re in the air
- Land bending your knees and fall forwards, not back!

Medium

Short

Solo

Further Support
•

Variety of free apps to keep you on track!

• Change for Life website & App
• Brent Active Healthy Lifestyles Team.
• Brent leisure centres; Willesden, Vale Farm
& Bridge Park

Hub Contact

The FunFit Families project is funded by Sport
England’s Families Fund and managed by Young Brent Foundation.
For more information please contact

Young Brent Foundation,
3 Rutherford Way,
Wembley
HA9 0BP
 020 8912 5839
 youngbrentfoundation.org.uk
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